
What is the

WHO QUALIFIES
FOR THE REFUND?

The ERC is a payroll tax refund born out of the same 
COVID relief bill as PPP which incentivized businesses 
who kept employees on payroll during the pandemic. 
Your business can claim ERC even if you received PPP 
funds. That’s great news!

Any company (including tax-exempt and charities) 
that had 5 to 500 employees, and were in business 
in 2020 and/or 2021 that either:

Had operations that were impacted due to 
COVID-19 resulting in limitations of commerce, 
travel or group meetings (for commercial, 
social, religious, or other purposes), OR

Experienced a significant decline in sales 
during any calendar quarter from Q1 2020 
through Q3 2021.
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“The IRS anticipates 70-80% of businesses are good candidates
for taking the Employee Retention Credit.” - Forbes

EMPLOYEE RETENTION 
CREDIT (ERC)?

PAYROLL TAX REFUND
Understanding the Employee Retention Credit

SIGNS THAT 
YOU’RE ELIGIBLE

The business was impacted by 
Covid (including non-profits)

The business had 5 to 500 
full-time equivalent employees

Get a payroll tax refund up to 

$26k per employee.
Don’t leave money on the table!



“It’s surprising to me of how unaware 

businesses are that not only these 

credits and refunds exists, but also 

the process to attain them can be 

quite challenging. Innovation Refunds’ 

streamlined and automated techniques 

make for a smooth, expedited refund.”

The ERC provisions have significantly changed since 
the program’s inception. Even if you and your tax 
advisor have looked into ERC before, we urge you 
to review it again with one of our refund specialists. 
Many business owners are prematurely disqualifying 
themselves due to misinformation and rumors about 
who qualifies. This has led in part to Congress 
prematurely ending these credits due to lack of 
program participation.

This payroll tax refund is available to both essential 
and non-essential businesses in any industry who 
were impacted by the pandemic.

BORN OUT OF THE COVID RELIEF BILL
Called the Employee Retention Credit or “ERC”

DESIGNED TO REWARD BUSINESSES
Who kept employees on payroll during 2020 / 2021

QUALIFICATION CRITERIA IS SIMPLE
The IRS approximates 70-80% of businesses qualify

DON’T MISS OUT!

Partial / Full shutdowns

Limitations of group meetings

Supply chain interruptions

Inability to retain or find employees

Increase in cost of wages / goods

Reduction in goods or services

Interruptions to operations

Inability to travel or attend conventions

Cut down in your hours of operation

 - Paul Dolnier,
         IRS revenue officer

Below is a list of business dynamics to 
consider for ERC qualification:

Did Covid

IMPACT YOUR BUSINESS?

THE BREAKDOWN



Innovation Refunds is a group of experts dedicated to assisting businesses in taking advantage of lucrative 
government cash subsidies and incentive programs. Our Tax Attorneys and CPAs have recovered over a billion 
dollars for our clients that would have otherwise gone unclaimed.

Co-owned by 100+ banks, our credibility is established through a network of enterprise partners, financial 
institutions, cutting-edge technology resources, and trusted advisors. Our banking DNA has created deep
core-values. We are committed to regulatory compliance, privacy, data security, and above all, client satisfaction
and results!

TEAM’S SUCCESS

9,000+

$1.2 BILLION

satisfied customers

received in cash refunds

$400k
AVG. REFUND 
PER BUSINESS

REFUND PROCESS

WE EMPOWER BUSINESSES!
Who is Innovation Refunds?

COMPLETE
QUALIFYING
FORM
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UPLOAD
YOUR
DOCUMENTS
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OUR TEAM
CRUNCHES 
NUMBERS

03

TREASURY
PROCESSES
REFUND

04

CASH
YOUR
CHECKS!
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Incentive programs are among the most complex areas of the tax code and require specially trained and 
experienced CPAs and attorneys – and that’s why we exist. Our team is mostly comprised of “Big Five” accountants 
and lawyers who utilize the same methodology used for Fortune 500 companies. We compile all the needed 
documents into a turnkey package.

There are many costly pitfalls associated with using the wrong service provider. Innovation Refunds has unmatched 
expertise and best-in-class service. Don’t accept an imitator. See how we compare to others:

WHAT SETS US APART FROM THE REST?

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR TRUSTED FRIENDS.

PROVIDER AVALUE PROPOSITIONS

DEDICATED TAX ATTORNEYS

EXPERT CPAs

CO-OWNED BY 100+ BANKS

CHARGE NOTHING UPFRONT

GUARANTEED AUDIT PROTECTION

$2M INSURANCE GUARANTEE

REAL-TIME IRS STATUS UPDATES

DEVOTED REFUND SPECIALIST

MAXIMIZED REFUND AMOUNT

DATA PRIVACY & SECURITY

FULL TRANSPARENCY

BACKED BY INSTITUTIONAL $$$

NICEST PEOPLE YOU’LL MEET

PROVIDER CPROVIDER B

...and many more!

Banks have partnered with Innovation Refunds to successfully navigate businesses across the US through the 
entire process and make claiming the payroll tax refund more accessible. Here are some of our trusted affiliates:



BUSINESSES LOVE US!
We have an EXCELLENT rating to prove it.

Our Customers Can Testify...

REFUND TOTAL

$XXX,XXX

Julie Weber  |  Owner
Convergence Technology Simplified

$678,973

“...Made uploading all the docs 
fast and easy. If you haven’t

contacted this firm about your
ERC credit, do so now!”

Daniel LoBue
Highland Lumber Sales

REFUND TOTAL

$XXX,XXX

Julie Weber  |  Owner
Convergence Technology Simplified

$2,067,119

“Innovation Refunds did everything 
they said they would. I have been 

very impressed with them and I am 
going to recommend them.”

Blake Nelson
Bountiful Farms Nursery

$498,894

“I highly recommend IR to anyone 
looking to navigate the ERC refund 

process with professional and 
knowledgeable support.”

Dennis Earley
Premier Magnetics

$111,669

“They kept me up to date 
along the way. The IRS is 
slow. Keep up the good 

work. Thank you.”

Don Francis
Padre Janitorial Supplies

$503,608

“Talk about having our best inter-
ests in mind. Talk about being quick 

and efficient. Some do just “talk 
about it” but IR actually DOES it.”

Daniel MacLeith
Pacific Westline, Inc.

$216,416

“They made the entire process 
simple & easy. When we had any 

questions they immediately
answered the phone and walked 

me through everything.”

Joshua Huffman
Convergence Technology Simplified

$222,167

They’ve gotten me hundreds of thousands of 
dollars from programs my CPAs didn’t know 
about. And they make it super easy, doing all 

the legwork at no cost to me.”

Elena Rojas
Professional Translators & Transcribers

$545,537

“The process was easy and painless. 
We eventually received our refunds 
and are extremely happy with the 

amounts received! Thank you!”

Aaron Tuomala
Method Technologies

$316,298

“Innovation Refunds made 
this money possible for me 
to get. Their process was 

very easy and helpful.”

Thomas McKee
Quick Transport Solutions

$382,450

“Excellent company to work with. Outstanding 
business model, delivering help to businesses 
that are not proficient with Government Forms 

and Government non-sense logic.

Edward Avella
Avco Material And Services Inc.

$115,767

This was a pretty seamless process. All 
contacts that we spoke to or received 

emails from were very upbeat, patient and 
professional. They answered.”

Jemi Eccleton
Picture Perfect Lawn Care



The Innovation Refunds team is committed to bringing value-added opportunities to businesses like yours.

WE EMPOWER YOU!

Howard Makler Korey Miller Cindy Verity Chad Rine

Katrina RichmondTimothy Trainor Chad Sinclair

Billie JohnstonOscar Chavez Amber Thomas James Le Justin Godwin Matt Black

Marissa Brown Kerby Louis Matthew MaklerChase Pals

Jacob Tiemeier

Daniel Higgins Mathew Wilkins Michelle SunMichael Kist Joe Murray Jenn Hegarty Jennifer Spangler Leslie Morales

Marianne Makler Chrissy Wheeler Jacob LeePatty Suglanto Ryan Hugo Moren Blazevic Stephanie Tessman Eunie Park

Taylor Gazzano Lakurra Cannon MacKenzie TrainorJenn Martindale Chase Clemens Caleb Warner Dakotah DeVries Karen Anapoell

Corey Bailey Shaylene Houston Steve WallaceStephen Prohaska Thea Amsden Todd Christeson Zakary Steib

Rosie Anania Mahdi Hosseini Bill FoxJennifer Burger Brady SilasBrandon SchmidtMichael Dinos

Sean Kon

Here are just a “few” folks 
that make the magic happen...

Tiffany Johnson

Julie Pohl



“From helping a tree nursery in Oregon get 
back over $2 million to claiming north of $188k 
for a distribution company in Florida, it has 
been so rewarding to assist businesses in 
claiming their refunds. They were able to pump 
money back into their companies by upgrading 
equipment and giving employees bonuses.”

- Jacob Lee, Refund Specialist

“It feels amazing to help clients get this 
money. It is always great to let businesses 
know how much money they will receive 
from the US Treasury.”

- Julie Pohl, Client Success Champion

“I know we’re doing great things here because clients are 
sending me family, friends, and acquaintances. We’re opening 
doors that they didn’t know were even there, and it changes 
the world for a small business.”

- Todd Christeson, Client Success Manager

“It has been a privilege to work alongside a passionate 
team where we all share the same vision in providing a 
solid framework to support small and medium businesses.”

- Eunie Park, Senior Designer

“This program was designed to reward you 

for your continued perseverance during the 

tough economic climate these past 2 years. 

You deserve to maximize the refund dollars 

while you’re protected. Innovation Refunds is 

here to serve you!”

- Korey Miller, President & Co-Founder

“I know quite a few business owners, and a payroll tax 

rebate like this would absolutely change their lives. I tell 

anyone and everyone about what I do because small

businesses are the foundation of the American Dream.”

- Caleb Warner, Product Operations Manager

IT’S NOT A JOB, IT’S OUR MISSION.
How businesses like yours have impacted our team at Innovation Refunds

“Small businesses are the engines that 
power America and it’s incredible to 
see the opportunities that get created 
when we get these small businesses 
their payroll tax rebate.”

- James Le, RevOps Manager

“I understand the trials and tribulations of business ownership and 
have seen firsthand the effects of this pandemic. This is why I joined 
the Innovation Refunds team. We are all dedicated to helping the 
business community through these challenging times by getting our 
clients these crucial financial entitlements.”

- Justin Godwin, Refund Specialist



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHY CAN’T MY CPA DO THIS FOR ME?

There are over 70,000 pages of tax code; it’s 
impossible to be an expert on all of them. ERC is all 
we do. It’s like the difference between your family 
doctor and a neurologist. By concentrating on this 
one program, we understand the intricacies and 
nuances involved in determining your eligibility and 
accurately calculating your refunds.

WHAT IS YOUR FEE AND WHEN DO WE PAY IT?

There are no up-front fees or obligation to receive 
your refund analysis. Once engaged to recover your 
refunds, our fee is 25%, with no hidden costs. You 
will never come out of pocket to pay our fee. We’re 
paid only as you receive your refund checks. Our 
fee includes preparation of your claims by an expert 
CPA or Tax Attorney who specializes in qualifying, 
substantiating, calculating, and claiming ERC refunds. 
We also stand behind our work with Audit Protection 
at no additional cost, backed by $2m in liability and 
E&O insurance.

HOW DO I KNOW IF MY BUSINESS QUALIFIES?

The IRS expects 70% - 80% of small and medium 
businesses to qualify. If your business experienced 
disruptions to commerce, travel, or group meetings, 
you qualify! This includes supply chain disruptions, 
price increases, staffing shortages, difficulty hiring, 
reduced hours, reduction in goods or services offered, 
were unable to travel, or attend conventions. Talk to 
one of our Refund Specialists to find out more.

WHAT IF WE WAIT TO CLAIM ERC?

Time is of the essence as the program has technically 
expired. We have a limited window of time to claw 
back the money which is rightfully owed to you. The 
program could run out of allocated funds at anytime 
and is subject to the whims of congress. Don’t delay!

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO GET MY REFUND?

Our work will be completed within 30 days of receiving 
your documents. You’ll receive refund checks from the 
US Treasury in 5-8 months depending upon backlog. 
The longer you wait, the longer it will take!

DO I HAVE TO PAY THIS BACK?

It’s a refund of payroll taxes. It’s YOUR money!
There are no limitations on how you use it.

MY BUSINESS WAS PROFITABLE OR DEEMED 
ESSENTIAL, CAN I STILL QUALIFY?

Absolutely! Both Essential and Non-essential 
businesses alike can qualify, and a decline in revenue 
is not required. Many of our clients even had increases 
in sales, but still experienced disruptions or were 
negatively impacted.

BUT I’VE BEEN TOLD MY BUSINESS DOES
NOT QUALIFY.

Our team has already recovered over $1 billion dollars 
in refunds that businesses were entitled to. Many 
times for companies who were previously told they 
didn’t qualify. It won’t cost you a penny to see how 
much we can recover for you.

HOW IS THE REFUND CALCULATED?

Determining the proper amount that you’re entitled 
to is a complex accounting process. Although 
these are payroll tax credits, what you’ve paid in 
payroll tax has no bearing on your ERC calculations. 
The refunds are based on many factors including 
qualifying quarters, number of employees, hours 
worked, wages paid and if applicable, PPP loans, 
group health premiums and participation in other 
government programs to name a few.

HOW IS ERC DIFFERENT FROM PPP?

PPP was a forgivable loan. ERC returns the payroll 
taxes that your business has already paid. Once 
you receive the ERC funds from the US Treasury, 
no further action is required on your part.

WHY HAVEN’T I HEARD ABOUT ERC BEFORE?

PPP was heavily marketed by the SBA, while ERC is 
claimed directly through the US Treasury. Along with 
our bank partners, it’s our mission to educate you 
and obtain for your business the payroll tax refund 
that it’s entitled to.

Still have questions? We have answers!
hello@innovationrefunds.com  |  (855) 653-1083INNOVATIONREFUNDS.COM


